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Abstract 

MIRCE Science is a theory for predicting expected functionability 
performance for a functionable system type. For accurate predictions to 
be made it is essential for the generic random variables contained in 
MIRCE Functionability Equations to be “physicalised”, for each 
functionable action that impacts in-service behaviour of functionable 
system type considered. It requires a science based understanding of the 
mechanisms that govern the occurrences of negative functionability events 
before engineering, technological, business and economical decisions are 
made. Lightning strikes are not uncommon physical mechanisms that 
cause the motion of functionable systems type through MIRCE 
Functionability Field. For example, airliners in the worldwide fleet 
average at least one strike per year. Hence, the main objective of this 
paper is to understand physical mechanisms that generate the occurrences 
of lightening events and assesses their impacts on the functionability 
performance of functionable systems types, as well as to assess the 
available methods for dealing with them in respect to the provision of 
safety by detection, protection and design.  
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The objective of this paper was introducing a lightning strike, which are not 
uncommon physical phenomena, as a mechanism of a motion of functionable systems 



type through MIRCE Functionability Field. For example, airliners in the worldwide 
fleet average at least one lightning strike per year.  
 
The paper provides an overview of the current scientific understandings of physical 
mechanism that generate the occurrences of lightening events and assesses their 
impacts on the functionability performance of functionable systems types, with a 
several examples related to the aviation industry.  
 
Finally, the paper provides a brief overview of methods available for dealing with 
lightening strikes in respect to the provision of safety by detection, protection and 
design.  
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